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About This Game

Dr. Eggman (aka Dr. Robotnik) has returned, turning helpless animals into robots and forcing them to build his ultimate
weapon, the Death Egg!

But this time, Sonic has a friend that can help him: Tails! Find the 7 Chaos Emeralds and stop Dr. Robotnik’s evil scheme!
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Title: Sonic The Hedgehog 2
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
SEGA
Publisher:
SEGA
Franchise:
Sonic the Hedgehog
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or higher

Graphics: 32MB or greater graphics card

DirectX®: DirectX® 9.0 or greater

Hard Drive: 50MB free disc space
System specs for classic launcher.
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Damn good sim game. Really good for Early Access. Art style is funny and looks great.. - no tutorial or any explanation on what
to actualy do or what the colors mean
- no settings or volume control
- translation is horrible, even the game name got a typo
- loosing one level instantly wipes your whole progress
- gets boring very fast

Seriously, just move along. Don't even bother buying it for the achievements.. My go to party game. Highly recommended for
anyone.

11/21/18: Still my best drunk go to part game.. Buen juego de tiros al estilo 8 bits, con un personaje y fases que me recuerdan
un poco al clásico de Sega "Shinobi" de los 80s.

Por calidad y precio este es un juego muy recomendable, divertido y rejugable.. I loved the Heroes Rise trilogy abd all the
advocacies, character relations, plots and even the twists (especially being able to have romantic relations with Prodigal which I
totally hoped would happen). But this new book just added a new sense of urgency in a lot of aspects in our society, from the
individual unit outwards. It tackled issues on psychologoical behaviour of individuals and the ever-present discrimination of
people of different nationalities and ethnicities(politically and sociologically correct term for races when referring to humans). I
can relate to Zachary Sergi much more deeply now that I have read the four books of his Heroes Rise universe. To tell the truth,
I only played these games just to pass time, but then I got so hooked up in all the representations of human society packed
together with fantastical plots and characters. I have to admit, even though I have my own set of ideals and beliefs, Zachary
Sergi ended up reenforcing these ideals and renewing my perception of society and my morals as an individual. As a social
science student, I can understand and appreciate the scenarios presented to the player with each choice he makes. These may be
a few of the many novels and books that actually tackle social issues with clear stands and clear support for ideals. I higly
recommend reading this series for those who feel there is something wrong, inappropriate or missing in our current culture. Not
only the cultures of our own nations, or of our own ethnicities, but most of all, of our culture as human beings.. Fun if you like
to pretend you own a demolition company and like to destroy buildings.

Its not for everybody thou, like with all simulators it will be enjoyed by simulitions with this very specific taste of play. Unless
you simply want to destroy buildings.

Pros:
- You get to watch buildings crumble.

Cons:
- Outdated graphic
- Dull gameplay
- Very buggy
- Short gameplay
- You really dont need all the machines. You can complete most tasks with simple machinery.
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- Not very variating. I've only really played this in coop with 2 players and haven't beaten it yet, but I can safely say that the
gameplay is very satisfying. Some levels can get pretty difficult, but it remained entertaining while working together.. With the
English patch (check the discussion forum), this is currently the most easily understood Lunatic Dawn game in the store. The
Legends Pack also has patches for each of its games, but this one is more complete from what I've seen so far.

Passage of the Book is an open-ended, party-based dungeon-crawling RPG. It begins by having you create a world according to
a few simple parameters, and then you're thrown right into it with some basic equipment and money. You recruit other party
members via inns and through talking to other adventurers, and over time improve all your characters by fulfilling requests and
plundering dungeons. There is no overarching narrative; rather, you're left to do as you like and become as famous\/infamous as
you please.

Creating a character invovles selecting certain criteria from a small window and selecting someone from a list of generated
results. Age and gender can affect one's stats in different ways - a mid-20's character will generally be stronger than a much
older one, but an older one may have much more charisma, for example. There aren't strict classes as much as there are stats
which determine what kinds of actions a character is best at performing - a warrior is going to prioritize strength over
intelligence, a mage will do the opposite, so on and so forth. Again, very freeform and the details are largely up to the player.
Party members are NOT created by the player - they are recruited once the game starts.

Passage of the Book is tough. Enemies can be very powerful and there's little indication as to what kinds of enemies will be in
different dungeons, but with persistence and a full party you can usually make it out ok. Equipment is straightforward - bought
at shops, can be improved X number of times, and different folks are better with different weapons. Inns allow you to talk to
various individuals, including your own party members, as well as purchase supplies. Lamps are especially important for
dungeons - you can get stuck in the dark without one! There are also item shops, temples, training areas (where you raise your
own skills in exchange for money), and an information broker through whom you can search for info on specific people and
places.

Battle is a turn-based affair similar to other Japanese console RPG's, in that you select an action then watch as everyone takes
their turns. The difference, though, is you only have primary control over your own character - your party acts independently,
but can be encouraged to focus on particular enemies or utilize certain strategies (this is largely similar to the other Lunatic
Dawn games in the Legends Pack). After battle, loot is divided amongst your party and can be won through a competitive game.
Once divided, loot belongs to each person, not to the player exclusively, and dividing loot is also what helps maintain cohesion
within your party (members can become dissatisfied and leave).

Overall, it's a very open, freeform experience that I've never really encountered elsewhere. I'd almost call Passage of the Book
more of a sim than a traditional dungeon crawler. Either way, it's a unique experience that fans of old-school dungeon crawling
will appreciate, as the mechanics are solid and the sense of accomplishment grows very quickly. Definitely recommend giving
this one a go.. I can't recommend this game. The story line is overly written and confusing, the puzzles are mechanical and rely
mostly on sorting things or matching pairs--not very interesting. The art work is just OK and the voice over work is OK. Given
its release date, I was surprised that it wasn't programmed in wide screen.

This should be a 3.99 or less game so wait for a sale and buy it only if you're desperate to find hidden objects.
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Worth it for the JB and Asako fan service alone.. Have played for about 2 hours. Through the tutorial and well into the
beginning of the main game.

The graphics, music and scenery are lovely. I like the retro feel, and the attention to detail.

The peaceful exploration mechanic with a story and mystery to solve is my kind of thing. You are given tasks to complete and a
clear direction to go, so it feels open but not vague. The upgrades and collecting aspects are also nice to make it feel like you get
your money's worth. The 'computer' voice over is quirky and I like it.

The constant hunt for fuel adds a bit of a frantic edge to your exploration which some players may or may not like.

My main issue is the controls. (EDIT- the developer has released a Settings toggle for the controls, making the following
paragraph irrelevant.) You can't simply use the arrow keys or WASD keys to go left,right,up,down. You have to rotate your jets
and press the boost button to navigate opposite to the direction your jets are facing. This is nuts. Instead of paying attention to
the game, and what is around me, I am constantly thinking about the controls and staring at my little jets to figure out which
direction I will go if I press boost (hard to enjoy the scenery while staring at my jets). It is something that desperately needs to
be a Settings toggle. But alas no. When you leave your sub and swim around, it's a palpable relief to be able to just navigate
normally. Perhaps it adds to the 'submarine' feel... but.... *head shake*

I'm continuing to play because I've been following this game for sometime, and there are so many positives and a great feel.

But, Tall Story... if you have any possible way to add a Setting for normal controls, for the love of Indie Games... please patch
this. (EDIT - Done! The developer rocks!)

Overall a nice gem, and appropriately priced. Try it out.. I die of thirst way too easily. There are not enough lakes. The wolf in
the first territory is way to powerful. The graphics are great, though and very emersive. Would not reccomend until changed..
Not as good as minecraft storymode but its okay.. Fun puzzle game. Rules are simple but the game regularly introduces new
puzzle elements to keep things interesting.

As usual, some people complain about the game lacking in challenge. It is often pretty easy to complete each level but to
complete levels with a perfect score can be a significant challenge. Most of the people who complain about the game being to
easy only play it for at most an hour or two. Once you reach the final two chapters (of four) the challenge ramps up nicely.

I had a few lockups where the game appeared not to be able to handle certain keypresses at particular times. Nothing major
though and I just killed the game and loaded it again.
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